MAIN THEMES : Education, Responsible
Communication, Negotiation & Team-building
Outline
This is a classroom-based game designed for groups of any number of students from a
small class or study group up to a full year group. It is ideal for a transitions project, as it
introduces in a practical way tools and concepts of negotiation and problem solving..
It works well with older students too, and fits into work on citizenship, social responsibility
and global issues.
The game looks at global problems from a variety of perspectives, and throughout the
game young people get to explore issues of peace and conflict and the global issues
facing their generation, through the perspective of those who have to make the important
decisions in the world.
Role playing, decision making and gaining experience of global issues, this game engages
young people in the world they will inherit - learning about it by doing.

Gameplay
In the game, the groups are divided up
into 'countries', each with specific
characteristic - social, economic,
demographic - and this fictional 'global
community' of teams of students is faced
by challenges in a range of key areas 1
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environmental, social, health, natural resources and emerging technology.
How they respond to each other - from the perspective of their 'country' in the game will
impact on how the issues are resolved (or not resolved).
Players find they need to cooperate, communicate and negotiate - but there is also the
possibility of conflict - it all depends on your perspective. How they resolve conflict
becomes one of the issues that is emergent in the game-play.
At the end, students get to reflect on the 'history' of their world and how it came to be as it
is - and we find they gain a clearer sense of the global issues facing world around them
from day to day.
They also enjoy it!

Ideal Audiences
•

Students looking at global issues

•

Organisations looking for a team-building challenge.

Example game structures
Peace Perspectives : For 12
players

Peace Perspectives : for 30 players

Number in
team

Team

Team

Number in team

Bosrovia Team

3

Bosrovia Team

4

Ruritania Team

3

Ruritania Team

4

Albinonia Team

3

Albinonia Team

4

Freedona Team

3

Freedona Team

4

12

Macadamia Team

4

Grand Fenwick Team

4

Redland Team

4

World Press Team

2

Total

Total

2

30
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